FREE METHODIST QUIZBOX
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Tells 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th place out of 6 quizzers
Quizbox Operation: The quizbox will indicate who responded first by turning their first place light on and sounding
a tone. When other quizzers respond, their lights will come on in 2nd, 3rd or 4th place as appropriate. The lights will
stay on until the box is manually reset, or until all quizzers are seated (automatic reset).
Team Size: The quizbox is set up for 2 teams of 3. The left team is numbered 3 - 2 -1 (red) and the right is 1 - 2 - 3
(green). If fewer than 6 are quizzing, simply unplug the unused seatpads.
Quizzer Switches: Free Methodist churches use seatpads with this quizbox, but handpads and pendant switches will
also work. Contact Quiz Equipment LLC if these are needed.
Accuracy: The software loop time to look for a quizzer responding is 2 millionths of a second; however, after a
quizzer jumps or sits back down, the quizbox requires up to 9 microseconds to process the change. Then it becomes
accurate to the 2 microseconds again. To get a tie, quizzers would have to jump within 2 microseconds of each other,
or both jump during the 9 microsecond window. Ties are possible, but highly unlikely
Other Uses: When auto reset is turned off, the quizbox will work for Jeopardy-style game shows and quiz bowls
where a button is momentarily pushed to signal in. Auto reset is turned off by plugging a switch into the REMOTE RESET
connector and holding it pressed while connecting power to the quizbox.
Price: The quizbox alone is $190.00. The quizbox with 6 seatpads is $285.00. Prices including shipping within the
48 states. Minnesota orders must include a tax exemption certificate or pay sales tax of 7.375%.
If this literature is more than one year old, please obtain the latest prices before ordering.
To order: Call or email, and I’ll send you a bill. Payment can be by check or money order, or PayPal if you cover
their fee. I can also ship COD, and you give the check to the UPS man when the box arrives. COD service adds
$12.90. Make checks payable to Quiz Equipment LLC. Include a shipping address for UPS and a mailing address (if
different).
Warranty: 2 years on the quizbox; 1 year on the seatpads and AC adapter. Warranty does not cover cosmetic
damage or failure due to abuse or user modifications.

e-mail: kirkmans@aol.com
web page: QuizEquipment.com

Quiz Equipment LLC
Steve Kirkman
736 Ashley Drive
Chaska MN 55318
(248) 398-1161

Quizboxes since 1981

